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- **Command Line Heroes - SEASON 4, EPISODE 5: Smarter Phones: Journey to the Palm-Sized Computer** [4]

  Few could imagine what a handheld computer would look like?or even do. But a trio of visionaries saw where computing was headed. Hear how they threw out the conventional wisdom on hardware and changed everything.

- **2020-04-02 | Linux Headlines** [5]

  ProtonMail?s new Linux bridge makes its encrypted services available to standard email clients, new LTS releases for Linux Container tooling, a Manjaro-powered laptop from TUXEDO Computers, and a special edition PinePhone with Ubuntu Touch pre-installed.

- **Grains of Salt | BSD Now 344** [6]
Shell text processing, data rebalancing on ZFS mirrors, Add Security Headers with OpenBSD relayd, ZFS filesystem hierarchy in ZFS pools, speeding up ZSH, How Unix pipes work, grow ZFS pools over time, the real reason ifconfig on Linux is deprecated, clear your terminal in style, and more.